Introduction.
The well-known Hfirmander-MihIin multiplier theorem in R says that any bounded function m(x) such that \x\m l (x) is bounded belongs to the space Mp of Fourier multipliers for I/, 1 < p < °°. We shall generalize this result. A closed null set E C R will be said to have property HM(p) if any bounded function m such that d^m is bounded belongs to Mp . Here d^ denotes the distance to E. We shall prove that property HM(p) is equivalent to the Littlewood-Paley decomposition property for V with respect to the complementary intervals of E. There are also equivalent properties of E related to the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem.
As is well known, the Littlewood-Paley decomposition, and thus also property HM(p), hold for 1 < p < oo when E is a lacunary sequence tending to 0. We prove that these properties are preserved if we, roughly speaking, add to such an E uniformly lacunary sequences, one converging to each point of E. Sets obtained by iteration of this procedure are called lacunary, and they are shown to have the two properties. Further, we give a simple necessary condition for the properties, saying that any bounded part of E should not contain too many points. And finally. Cantor sets of type {Se.Cy; 6. == 0,1} are shown never to have the properties for p ^ 2 .
The precise formulations of these one-dimensional results are given in Section 1. And Section 2 deals with the two-dimensional
One-dimensional results.
Let E C R be a closed null set and 1^ , *: = 1,2 ,..., the complementary intervals of E, i.e., the components of R\E. We denote by x^ the characteristic function of 1^ . Call S^ the operator given by (S^/T = X^/ DEFINITION We define lacunary sets of order n inductively as follows. A lacunary set of order 0 is a one-point set, and a lacunary set of order n > 1 is a successor of a lacunary set of order n -1 . Thus a double exponential sequence like {2 1 4-2 7 : /,/GZ}U {0} is a lacunary set of order 2 . THEOREM 1.2. -// E has property LP(p), then so does any successor of E. A lacunary set of finite order has property LP(p) for 1 < p < oo .
Proof. -The second statement is a consequence of the first one. Assume E' is a successor of E. Let ]a^, 6jJ be the complementary intervals of E' and x^ their characteristic functions. Take non-negative functions V/^ £ C°°(R\E) such that Notice that the LP(p) constant of E' can be estimated in terms of that of E and the successor constant.
Remark. -Theorem 1.2 implies that the following strong Hormander-MihIin-Marcinkiewicz property is equivalent to those of Theorem 1: Let m be bounded and locally of bounded variation in R\E and such that supi f \dm(x)\ < °°, where the sup is taken over all intervals I with 111 = dist(I, E). Then m £ Mp . This is easily proved by means of property Mar(p) for a successor of E.
Next, we give a simple necessary condition. Hence, n 1 ' 2 sm "^2 < CII/11-,, which implies n < Ccl-2 '" . II ^ Ik The proof is complete.
From Theorem 1.3 we get the well-known result that no sequence of type (M°')^i has property LP(p) for p^l, a^O. To prepare for the proof, fix p G ] 1,2 [ and let
• "'0 By Holder's inequality, m^ < m^2 = 2-^2 with strict inequality, so we can take Sp with m < s < 2~p /2 .
It is easy to prove that
for an integrable h. We need a uniform iterated version of a special case of this. But this is false for large N when p < 2, by Lemma 1.5. The case p > 2 follows, so the theorem is proved.
Two-dimensional results.
Let E denote a closed subset of S 1 with measure 0. We We shall now define properties LP(p), HM(p), and Max(p), 1 < p < oo , for a set E of this type. Define operators S^ by setting (S^/y = XD A where ^p denotes the characteristic function of D^ . Then E is said to have property LP(p) if
||(2 IS^/I
2 ) 1 / 2 !!^-11/11^,/GL^R 2 ).
We let (r,6) denote polar coordinates in R 2 and shall consider functions m G L^R 2 ) with the following property:
The set E is said to have property HM(^) if every function m satisfying (2.1) is a Fourier multiplier for L^R 2 ). For aES 1 we set
MJ-(;c) = sup -[ h \f(x + ta)\ dt, x G R 2 , /E C^(R 2 ). /i>o Ih ^-h o
and ME/= sup M^f, /£C^(R 2 ). We say that E has property ttGE Max(p) if ME can be extended to a bounded linear operator on L^R 2 ). This is equivalent to I/ boundedness of the maximal function operator defined with respect to all rectangles in the E directions.
In this section, we study the relations between the above three properties and prove that lacunary sets of finite order have all the properties for 1 < p < oo.
Observe first that HM(p) implies LP(p).
This follows from the fact that if m = 2 ± XD^ » then m satisfies condition (2.1). The next theorem is a partial converse of this observation.
THEOREM 2.1. -Assume 2 < ^ < oo and 1 <r < (p/l)'. // E has properties Max(r) and LP(p), then E has property WM(p).
Proof -We set 1^ = {(cos 6 , sin 0) ; ^ < 6 < b^} . Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 < 6^ = b^ -a^ < Tr/2. Set ^ = (cos a^ , sin ^), /^ = (cos b^ , sin 6^) and let the coordinates (^ , 7^) of a point x E D^ be defined by x = {^ + 7^. of Af. ^ to almost every line parallel to 4' will belong to the class A^ of weight functions (see [1] ). Using the above estimates for py and p'y and a similar result for the operator Qfc ^ we therefore obtain H-VII 2 < sup C£ f \Q^S,f\ 2 ^)dx
where E^ = {a E S 1 ; a • j3 = 0 for some <3 G E}. Here we have used property LP(p) for E and also the assumption that Mg and thus also Mg are bounded on I/ . We have proved that IIT,/||^<C H/ll^ (2.3) and it follows that
4)
From duality, it also follows that (2.3) and (2.4) hold with p replaced by p 9 .
Now let Vj^, k = 1,2,3 ,..., be half-planes and assume that the boundary of each V^ is parallel to a vector in E. Define the operator H^ by (H^gV = Xv 8' We then claim that
This is easily proved in the following way (cf. A. Cordoba, R. Fefferman [2] ):
(// r-
-I ^r
From duality we then conclude that (2.5) holds also with p replaced by p 1 . A combination of (2.4) and (2.5) and the analogous inequalities with p then yields 11(2 IS^,/! 2 ) 172^ < C||/||^ and ||(2 IS^/I 2 ) 172 !!^ < C H/ll^ , and (2.2) follows.
We shall now use (2.2) to prove that E has property HM(p). Let m and Wg satisfy (2.1) and assume that F = mf, where /ELW). Setting n(^ rf) = m(^ 4-^), {>0, T?>O, we have
Setting A, = (2', 2' +l ) and A^ = A, x Ay and observing that m(x) = "(Sfc, T?fc) for .x: £ Dfc , we conclude that Proof. -It is sufficient to prove that Max(^) and LP(T/) imply HM(p'), and this follows from Theorem 2.1 since
We define a successor of a set E C S 1 in the same way as for subsets of R, and we also define lacunary sets of order n, n = 0,1,2,..., analogously. THEOREM 2.3. -Assume E' is a successor of a set EC S 1 and that E has properties Max(p) and HM(p), where l<p<2. Then E' has properties Max(p) and HM(p).
Proo/ -We shall first prove that E' has property Max(jo). Let e k' fk-> a^ b k have the sa^le meaning as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We may assume E'\E = {(?^.,/^.: k, j = 1,2 ,...}, where e^ =^ (cosa^, sina^.) and (a^)Jli is a lacunary sequence tending to a^ and contained in }a^, (^ + b^)/2], and analogously for f^. Letting F = {^}, we shall prove that My is bounded on L^ . The set {/^.} can be treated in a similar way.
Our proof is a modification of that of A. Nagel, E.M. Stein and S. Wainger [5] . First, we prove assertions I and II below.
I. If p < r < 2 and that ^i and g^ belong to the Schwartz class S, we conclude that A*/+B*/< CM^ME /. We have assumed that E has property Max(^), and it follows by interpolation that E also has property Max(r). Hence, 1|A*/||,+ ||B*/||^ < C 11/11,. 
It follows that
[KZIK^/I^^II^CH/II,, (2.12) and a combination of (2.9) -(2.12) shows that ||N*/|| < C ||/|| , where N*/ = sup |N^./|. It follows that Mp is bounded on U , hf k,j and hence assertion I is proved.
A repeated application of I and II now shows that Mp is bounded on \f , and hence E' has property Max(^).
It remains to prove that E' has property HM(/?). First, let V^ , k = 1 ,2 ,3 ,..., be half-planes and assume that the boundary
